Portions of this document may be illegible in electronic image products. Images are produced from the best available original document. Graphite baffles provide z3° collimation of the flash lamp radiation to reduce the contribution of scattered light to the signal observed at 304-306 nm.
TN-219
The OH resonance lamp is a standard flow lamp, . optional water-filled filter cell to reduce ir radiation from the hot reactor walls·between it and the HTP reaction zone.
Metering of H 2 0 in known concentrations is accomplished by saturating part of the bath gas flow by bubbling it through distilled water at temperatures between 10-50°C. The saturated flow is diluted with additional dry bath gas and flowed through heated lines to achieve the desired [H20] (ca. 1 x 10 1~ cm- 3 ) in the reaction zone. C6H 6 is metered'from a high pressure reservoir of found to arise from detector PMT overload caused by scattered light produced from the high intensity photolysis flash. This results in the appearanceof a "phantom" decay curve arising out of signals generated from the PMT while it is recovering. The OH observations are superimposed on this phantom curve, thus making it necessary to use the integration method described previously 2 to separat.e the Lwo componcntc. The PMT rPr.nvery curve is from 2-10 times more intense than the OH decay curve, thus making the recovery of signal more uncertain than was· the case in our prior 0/CH .. study 2 where the integration metho~ was highly successful.
To reduce this problem, we have installed a gating. circuit to "blind" the PMT during the photolysis flash. However, further modifications are required in apparatus geometry to eliminate the problem entirely. Unlike the apparatus used in most flash photolysis/resonance fluorescence (absorption) studies, the HTP system uses a tubular geometry to allow reagents to flow through ·the reaction zone and minimize the times for both wall contact and expo8ut:e to high temperature. Thus, thermally unstable reactants, whose 3 TN-219 decomposition lifetimes are larger than z 1Q~50.ms can be studied at high temperature. However, the geometry chosen initially, i.e., with four mutually perpendicular observation ports in the reaction zone plane results in placing the flash lamp and diagnostic lamp directly opposite one another in the fluorescence detection mode. In.turn, the photolytic light scattered from the diagnostic lamp collimator and window can find its way to the detector PMT and cause the problem indicated above. ·
To eliminate the scattered light, a new reactor tube is being designed in which the additional ports for the diagnostic lamp radiation will be placed at 45° offset from their present locations. Thus, ~he flash lamp and diagnostic lamp will each face unoccupied ports which can be fitted with
The vacuum jacket of the reactor will also be modified to accommodate the new·geometry. We intend to reexamine the present data and to extend the range of the measurements when the modified apparatus is ready.
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